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GR case no. 214/ 2016 

State  vs. Md. Lalan Hussain 

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS AT  

TINSUKIA, ASSAM 

 

GR Case No. 214 / 2016 

Under sections 279/337/427 of the Indian Penal Code  

 

State of Assam 

Versus  

Md. Lalan Hussain 

Son of Late Hussain Ali 

Nahola 

P.S. Naholia 

District Dibrugarh  --------------- Accused Person 

 

Present:   

Ms Pranjita Konwar, AJS 

 

Appeared: 

For the prosecution: Sri P. K. Sharma, Additional Public Prosecutor. 

For the accused person: Smti S. Chakraborty, Advocate. 

 

Date of Evidence:  29-10-18, 22-11-18, 24-04-19, 29-06-19, 02-08-19,      

29-08-19 and 22-10-19 

Date of Argument:   05-11-19 

Date of Judgment:   13-11-19 

 

JUDGMENT 

Information and Investigation 

1. Ejahar dated 27-01-16 was lodged by Smti Pallabi Roy stating therein 

that on the same day, that is, 27-01-16 at around 5.30, one Chota Hathi 

vehicle had dashed against the son of the informant Sri Kaustav Moni Roy and 

his friend Smti Pinky Sewa while they were going by the side of the road. The 
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said Sri Kaustav Moni Roy and Smti Pinky Sewa were thrown into a drain and 

they sustained grievous injury as a result of which they had to be sent to the 

Assam Medical College, Dibrugarh. 

 

2. The said ejahar was registered as Tinsukia PS case 126/16 under 

sections 279/338 of the Indian Penal Code (herein after referred to as IPC). 

The investigation of the said case on being concluded by the police resulted 

in the Investigating Officer (herein after referred to as IO) concerned to submit 

charge sheet against the accused person Md. Lalan Hussain under sections 

279/337/427 IPC. 

 

Trial 

3. In due course cognizance was taken of the alleged offence and 

summons was issued the accused person. The accused person appeared 

before the Court and the copies of relevant documents were furnished to him 

under section 207 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (herein after referred to 

as CrPC). Considering the relevant documents, particulars of offence under 

sections 279/337/427 IPC was read and explained to the accused person to 

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. In order to bring home the charge against the accused person, the 

prosecution examined as many as 8 (eight) witnesses. After closure of 

prosecution evidence, the accused person was examined under section 313 

CrPC. The accused person, while denying all allegations against him, stated 

that the incident took place on account of no fault of his when small children 

came before his vehicle. 

 

5. I have heard the submissions advanced by the learned Additional Public 

Prosecutor as well as the learned counsel for the accused person. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

6. (i)  Whether the accused person Md. Lalan Hussain on or about the 27th 

day of January, 2016 at Tinsukia Duliajan Road, which is a public way, drove 

a vehicle in a rash or negligent manner as to endanger human life and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section 279 IPC? 

        (ii)  Whether the accused person Md. Lalan Hussain on or about the 

same day and same place caused hurt to Sri Kaustav Moni Roy and Smti Pinky 

Sewa by driving a vehicle so rashly or negligently as to endanger human life 

and thereby committed an offence punishable under section 337 IPC? 

(iii)  Whether the accused person Md. Lalan Hussain on or about the 

same day and same place committed mischief by causing damage to the value 

of Rs. 50 (Rupees Fifty only) or upwards and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 427 IPC? 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

7. In the light of evidence on record let me see whether the accused person 

committed the offence punishable under section 279/337/427 IPC.  

 

8. PW 1, who is the informant, could not recognise the accused person and 

deposed that injured his her son. PW 1 also deposed that on the day of 

incident on 27-01-16 at 4:30 pm to 5:30 pm she was informed about the 

incident by Simi Chetia that one DI vehicle, being driven in a rash and 

negligent manner, dashed against her son near factory of Shivpur Bagan near 

St. Luke Hospital, as a result of which her son was grievously injured along 

with two others. She went to the St. Luke Hospital from where her son was 

referred to Dibrugarh Assam Medical College Hospital and thereafter her son 

was treated at S. K. Dey Hospital. She then lodged the ejahar which was 

exhibited as Exhibit 1. Police has recorded her statement. During her cross 

examination, PW 1 deposed that she had not seen the incident herself and 

she was at her house at that time. She also could not see who was driving the 

vehicle on that day. PW 1 denied the suggestion that no incident had taken 

place and her son had not received any injury. 

 

9. PW 2 recognised the informant as his mother and could not recognise 

the accused person. PW 2 deposed that on 27-01-16 at about 4:30pm-5pm 

when he was coming back from tuition along with Simi Chetia, Pinki Sewa and 

Apsara Tanti on foot, a Chota Hathi vehicle registered as AS-23BC-4821 came 

from the side of Bordubi towards Tinsukia and hit him and Pinki Sewa. He 

received grievous injuries as the Chota Hathi vehicle had ran over him. He lost 

his senses and regained his consciousness at St. Luke Hospital. He received 

injuries on his waist, backbone, on his legs, left side of his face, neck where 

the pipe went in. He was taken to Dibrugarh Medical College for treatment 

and thereafter his treatment continued at S. K. Dey Hospital. PW 2 further 

deposed that the Chota Hathi vehicle was driven in a very rash and negligent 

manner and was at a very high speed. PW 2 deposed in his cross examination 

that he was on his side of the road and he could not say who had driven the 

vehicle. He denied the suggestion that he was working in the middle of the 

road. He also denied the suggestion that no such incident had taken place and 

the accused was also not involved in the incident. 

 

10. PW 3 could not recognise the informant or the accused person and 

deposed that on 27-01-16 when she was coming back from tuition along with 

Kaustav Moni Roy, Simi Chetia and Apsara Tanti, a Chota Hathi vehicle coming 

from Duliajan side suddenly came to the wrong side and dashed against her 

and Kaustav Moni Roy. She became unconscious and taken to Dibrugarh 

Medical College Hospital for treatment. She regained senses after three days 

of the incident. In her cross examination, PW 3 did not remember who was 

driving the Chota Hathi vehicle on the day of the incident and denied the 

suggestion that no such incident had taken place. 
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11. PW 4 could not recognise the informant as well as the accused and 

deposed that one day in the year 2016 at around 5 pm he had seen two girls 

and a boy lying in a drain in a bleeding condition. He brought them up and 

gave them water and someone called the police at the place of occurrence. 

Police took his signature in the seizure list which he could identify in Court. 

During cross examination PW 4 deposed that he had not seen the incident and 

he could not say how the injured sustained the injuries and that he is an 

illiterate person and he has affixed his signature as police had asked him to 

do so.  

 

12. PW 5, who is the Medical Officer, deposed that he was posted Senior 

Medical and Health Officer at Tinsukia Civil Hospital on 27-01-16 and on that 

day at 6:20 pm he had examined one Ajoy Boraik with history of road traffic 

accident at Shivpur near St. Luke Hospital and his findings were one abrasion 

of 4 cm X 2 cm over left arm, one contusion of size 6 cm X 5 cm over left thigh 

lower part. The person also complained of pain over left shoulder, right arm 

and left hip joint but no external injury seen. He was advised X-ray but the 

report not received till preparation the injury report. In his opinion, injury was 

simple and by blunt force impact. During cross examination, PW 5 deposed 

that such injury can happen on fall over hard surface. 

 

13. PW 6 also did not know the informant and accused person and deposed 

that about 3 years ago in 2016 at about 7 pm a Chota Hathi vehicle dashed 

against him from the front and he fell down unconscious. He did not know 

who admitted him to Civil Hospital Tinsukia and he got consciousness on the 

same night. He received injuries on his head, right hand and right leg and 

police had not recorded his statement. 

 

14. PW 7, who is also a Medical Officer, deposed that on 27-01-16 when he 

was posted in the Assam Medical College and Hospital, Dibrugarh he examined 

Smti Pinky Sewa and on examination he found laceration over left external 

auditory canal, clots seen, no active bleeding and tympanic membrane intact. 

The age of injury was fresh and simple in nature caused by road traffic 

accident. During cross examination PW 7 deposed that such injury can happen 

while falling on hard surface and that no police personnel escorted the patient. 

 

15. PW 8, who is the IO, deposed that on 27-01-16 he was posted as        

In-charge of Tinsukia Police Station and he was informed by inspector 

Mustakul Haque that an accident had occurred in front of Sripur Tea Factory, 

Duliajan and he proceeded to the place of occurrence (P.O.) after making G.D. 

Entry No.602/16 dated 27-01-16. After arriving at the P.O. he came to know 

that the injured persons were sent to Dibrugarh Medical College Hospital who 

were involved lying on the side of the P.O. He had prepared the sketch map 

of the P.O. and seized a Tata AC vehicle bearing registration No. AS-23-BC 

4821 and 2 nos. of bicycles involved in the accident in the presence of 

witnesses. On 27-01-16 at 10 pm one Pallabi Roy and 2 others lodged ejahar 
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in Tinsukia Police Station and he was given responsibility for investigation of 

the case. He examined the informant and instructed the owner of the vehicle 

to produce the documents of vehicle. He seized the documents of the vehicle 

on being produced by the owner and the owner also produced the driver of 

the vehicle whom he arrested and allowed to go on bail. He had forwarded 

the vehicle to MVI. He also recorded statements of the victim and collected 

their injury reports. He then submitted charge sheet under section 

427/337/279 IPC against the accused person. During cross examination, PW 

8 deposed there were no residential houses near the P.O. and he did not know 

who saw the accident at first and he had not recorded his statement. The 

injury report spoke of a simple injury. PW 8 denied the suggestions that the 

accused was not driving the vehicle and that none of the witnesses has seen 

the incident. He also denied the suggestions that he has not completed his 

investigation by sitting in the police station. 

 

16. From the evidence of the witnesses as discussed above it is seen that 

the incident took place when a DI vehicle had dashed against the injured 

persons. However none of the witnesses could say as to how the incident had 

taken place or that the incident was the result of some rash and negligence 

on part of the accused person. Now section 279 IPC is attracted only when 

the act of driving is such that it can be branded grossly rash and / or negligent 

to such an extent that a reasonable inference can be drawn about the likely 

consequence of endangering human life or causing hurt or injury to another 

person. Again for application of section 337 IPC injury must be caused by the 

direct result of a rash or negligent act on the part of the accused person. There 

is no evidence on behalf of the prosecution that the accused person was 

driving rashly or negligently and due to such rash and negligent driving the 

accident took place or that the accused person failed to exercise the required 

care or caution expected to be taken while driving a vehicle. The IO deposed 

that he had arrested the accused person when he was produced by the owner 

of the vehicle but the IO did not say anything about him making any 

investigation of his own as to who was driving the vehicle at the time of the 

incident; also none of the witnesses could say who was driving the car involved 

in the incident. Nothing also could be elucidated from the evidence of the 

witnesses that would attract the penal provision of section 427 IPC. 

 

17. Under the above facts and circumstances of the case, I find and hold 

that the prosecution has not been able to bring home the guilt of the accused 

person beyond all reasonable doubts. The ingredients of the offence under 

sections 279/337/427 IPC has not been proved against the accused person. 

Hence, the accused person is found to be not guilty. 
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DECISION 

18. The points for determination are decided in negative and in favour of 

the accused person as there are no incriminating materials against him 

sufficient enough to prove his guilt under the offence under which he had 

been charged. 

 

ORDER 

19. Accused person Md. Lalan Hussain is acquitted from the charge under 

section 279/337/427 IPC and set at liberty. 

 

20. The bail bond furnished by the accused person is extended for a period 

of 6 (six) months from today in view of the provision of section 437 A CrPC. 

 

21. Judgment is pronounced in open court. Case is disposed on contest. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 13th day of November, 

2019. 

 

 

 

 

(PRANJITA KONWAR) 

Judicial Magistrate First Class 

Tinsukia 
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APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution Witnesses: 

PW 1: Smti Pallabi Roy  

PW 2: Sri Kaustav Moni Roy 

PW 3: Smti Pinky Sewa 

PW 4: Md. Shahid Ali 

PW 5: Dr Pranab Jyoti Dutta 

PW 6: Sri Ajoy Boraik 

PW 7: Dr Mridhusmita Gohain 

PW 8: Sri Amiyo Kumar Pait 

Prosecution Exhibits: 

Exhibit 1: Ejahar 

Exhibit 2: Seizure list 

Exhibits 3 and 4: Injury reports 

Exhibit 5: Extract copy of GD entry 

Exhibit 6: Sketch map 

Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 10: Seizure lists 

Exhibit 11: MVI report 

Exhibit 12: Charge sheet 

Defence Witnesses:  

None 

Defence Exhibits:  

None 

Court Witnesses: 

None 

Court Exhibits: 

None 

Material Exhibits: 

None 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(PRANJITA KONWAR) 

Judicial Magistrate First Class 

Tinsukia 

 

 

 

 


